
 

Valle di Rezzalo

Ponte dell'Alpe - Val di Rezzalo - Rifugio la Baita - Fumero

12,579 Km 2:00 - 4:00 h 169 m 997 m



From Santa Caterina travel by car to the Alpe Bridge on the road up to the Gavia Pasa. From here take 
path S519.2 along the Alpe stream, which winds through the pastures in the valley. From the Passo 
dell'Alpe begins the long descent of the Val di Rezzalo. The first stretch is a path, then a fairly flat road 
that becomes a bridleway. Pass the picturesque drystone huts at Clevaccio, Merlo and Rozzone and 
the barns at Malnivo, until you reach La Baita Refuge where you can stop and taste local dishes. 
Continue to the parking area at Fumero. To return another car is necessary, or call a taxi. There is a 
bus service from Frontale.

Temporary Mesolithic settlement The discovery of artifacts dating from the Mesolithic Age 10,000 to 6,000 BC support the 
theory that the Gavia Pass was a transit area for humans who settled here for brief periods on their way to the Adige Valley.

Start:Ponte dell'Alpe Arrival:Ponte dell'Alpe

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 12,579 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 82%

Asphalt pavement 18%

Brick pavement 0%

Equipped paths 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 2:00 - 4:00 h

height difference uphill 169 m

height difference downhill 997 m

Maximum slope uphill 26%

Maximum slope downhill 12%

Minimum and maximum quota
2460 m

1471 m

Accessibility for bikes 100%

Period Journey Giugno - 
Ottobre
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This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages 
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the 
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every 
excursion.


